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The overall objective of the study is to assess and raise awareness to the society on Acquiring License in the Telecommunication service providers industry in both the United Republic of Tanzania and the United Kingdom, and able to see whether there is any problem within the Tanzania Licensing Regime compared with United Kingdom Licensing Regime.

The study is guided by the following specific objectives:
1)	Examine some provisions of the telecommunication law in both United Republic of Tanzania and United Kingdom.
2)	Analyze the licensing regime procedure which as the tool of regulators authorities. 
3)	Examining how the United Republic of Tanzania telecommunication Regime creates loopholes to override or hinder telecommunication need.
4)	Be submitted as a partial requirement for  acquisition of LL.M​[1]​ degrees

The dissertation was carried out mostly  in library and partially through field work.  The writer was able to visit different literatures on area of telecommunication particularly on acquisition of licensees, literature visited are categorically books, papers and journals, electronic materials as well as the pieces of legislation and international instruments.  . The special focus was paid on the case study namely the United Republic of Tanzania and the United Kingdom.

The major findings of this study are that although both countries are issuing licenses to different telecommunication service providers, United Kingdom has gone further, where by the regulator has allowed the general authorization, it has also found that, Office of Communication (Ofcom) is stronger compared to the Tanzania Communication Regulation Authority (TCRA). The Study has also revealed different factors, which contribute the extent of strength and weakness of licensing authority. 

The results of this dissertation will have important practical implications for those entrusted with the responsibility of licensing in the first place, to the government of both United Kingdom and United Republic of Tanzania, to those who studies courses of information technology and telecommunication or course of such nature, to the general public who would want to enhance their knowledge on acquisition of licenses.
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The last quarter of 20th and beginning of the 21st centuries have been characterized, among other things, with a worldwide concern on the rise of Telecommunication industry enhanced by the computer systems, which rose up necessitating various measures to be taken in response thereof to keep pace with socio-economic dynamics.

The rapid technological growth of the digital and electronic equipment has facilitated the growth and development of the telecommunication sector, such developments has brought about many issues which are challenging the economy, political and social life. World governments have attempted to adjust to these contemporary technological developments by establishing regulatory authorities, which are obtaining their power by the hand of law, for instance many telecommunications regulatory authorities have been established by special legislation, which stipulates for their powers, functions and mechanisms for settling disputes. 

The researcher has attempted to give a critical comparative analysis of acquiring license for telecommunication operator between the United Republic of Tanzania and that of United Kingdom.  The researcher has used diversities of literature review having the direct or indirect connection with the topic the research has pursued.  
In exhausting the topic, and attaining the purpose of the research, the research has five chapters. Chapter one introduces the research; it covers areas such as research problem, literature review and the hypothesis. Chapter two deals with the concept of telecommunications. Chapter three examines licensing in general whereas chapter four deals with telecommunication regulatory authority, chapter five covers analysis of the comparison between the licensing in Tanzanian Republic and United Kingdom. Recommendations and conclusion will be the essence of chapter five. 

1.2	Background to the problem
Tanzania being a former British colony, is using Common Law and there are  much similarities on several matters related to law and practice on different laws which are applicable in the country. However, when it comes to the issue of license for telecommunication operators whereby originally, the United Kingdom had licensing office but eventually did away with the procedure. As of now, it applies General Authorization, whereby one goes to shorter way in obtaining the license. On the other hand, Tanzania still operates a system which was used in United Kingdom several decades ago. The system which is in use in obtaining a license for operating a telecommunication industry in the country is cumbersome and almost all telecommunication operators find it to be lengthy and time consuming without any good cause. The system requires one to first form a company which should be dully registered by the government registration office known as BRELA​[2]​. 
After obtaining a certificate of incorporation at BRELA there are other hurdles which are awaited at Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority whereby there are number of requirements to be met before one is issued with the telecommunication operating license. 

On the other side of the coin, the United Kingdom telecommunication sector has made it easy after a long history of its existence, struggling to the peak of excellence. Different telecommunication legislations were enacted in order to enable the country to keep pace with the technological dynamics. The establishment of the Office of Telecommunication, shifting from licensing to the general authorization, together with the mass enlightenment  on the use of telecommunication services. What the laws requires for the telecommunication service providers is only compliance with the already authority set standards for operation of services as well as the equipment they use.  

From this aspect, this research critically analyzes comparatively between the United Republic of Tanzania and United Kingdom telecommunication in the ambits of the whole procedure of acquiring license, in connection to application of the telecommunication legislation. 

1.3	Statement of the Problem
Tanzania had been a subscriber to socialist economy from 1967 to 1991, soon after her independence, in which a good number of economic activities such as agriculture, transport and communication, mining, education and health and defense were underpinned in this structure.  However in the beginning of 1990s; Tanzania little by little started a link with free market, capitalist philosophy. The emphasis was great when the country even joined the capitalist camp. Soon after independence, Tanzania has inherited a colonial legacy, it had left with the duty to perpetuate the industries left by the colonies, and Telecommunication is without exception. Prior to 1980’s Tanzania had TTCL​[3]​ the only Government owned Telecommunication Company which enjoyed market monopoly. However, with time in 1990’s it had merged with other Telecommunication companies following trade Liberalization policies in which there is vibrant private press, private radio stations and private television and telecommunication companies,​[4]​currently, the  government is not engaging in running businesses in full swing but she offers services. 

Currently Tanzania is having many telecommunication companies enjoying market of a population of about 45 millions. Currently, private telecommunication companies such as AIRTEL, VODACOM, TIGO, ZANTEL, TTCL, SASATEL, are present in the country.
On the other hand; the United Kingdom is a capitalist country, well developed and was a colonial master for a number of good years. It had developed home industries as well as those established in her colonies in East Africa.

 Among giant telecommunication companies includes  British Telecom (BT), which enjoyed the monopoly of the market, it was owned by the British Government however, later it sold half of its shares to another company and the government was left with the role of regulation. 
However, both countries passed through different phases which are similar namely, the monopoly stage where telecommunication was monopolized by the state; and the duopoly stage where the government privatized telecommunication companies and retained the role of regulating the framework to run the telecom services companies, with exception to United Kingdom which went further to the third stage of issuing general authorization. Since United Kingdom underwent rapid advancement of science and technology in area of telecommunication, leaving behind Tanzania which has kept pace little by little with the challenges brought by the technological changes in telecommunication sector. The emergence and imposition of computer from western world has become the hinge of telecommunication and information technology in the country.

1.4	Objective of the Study
With regard to the research problem that the researcher focused to analyze, this research has been conducted with the aim to:- 

Examine some provisions of the telecommunication law in both countries; Tanzania and the United Kingdom.  Analyze the licensing regime​[5]​ procedure which is occasioned through different legislations and examining how the Tanzania telecommunication Act provision creates loopholes to override or hinder telecommunication needs.  


1.5	Significance of the Study
With the above research objectives, this research paper, among other things, has the following significances to the community;

To the researcher, this paper is meant to increase knowledge on both Tanzania and United Kingdom Telecommunication Law and other laws which are of the similar nature for either hindering or developing telecommunication as an industry.
To other researchers, the study findings in this researched area stand to be used as secondary data, important for the forthcoming studies, aimed at supporting studies of similar nature.

To the Tanzanian society, this study will enlighten and expand knowledge on telecommunication law and laws related thereof.

To academicians, the research is expected to serve as a challenge to them that spur and encourage more studies in the area of telecommunication laws.

1.6	Literature Review
A good number of authors have labored on various studies pertaining to this topic either direct to the telecommunication topic or having connection to the telecommunication laws. However, at least all authors have not covered all what is needed in this research.  The researcher in this work has tried to navigate in different authorities to enable the work done.  The researcher is appreciating the fact that, the area in which the research is conducted has managed to have a support from the following literatures or authors;-

Ian Walden,​[6]​  he edited a book, shedding most light which provide a tremendous authoritative material, on which this research is mounted.  The literature shed much light on fundamental of telecommunication laws and regulations; it also covers the aspect of regulatory regimes in the United Kingdom. It deals with the key regulatory issues such as authorization and licensing, telecommunication transaction and lastly but not the least, has much explanation on the international regulatory regimes. But the literature does not cover the telecommunication services provisions in the United Republic of Tanzania; it is the role of this research to give discussion on the Tanzania licensing regime, regulatory authority, and the legal stipulations on the same. 

Mary Materu-Behitsa and Bitrina D. Dyamett,​[7]​  the authors have provided a well elaborate literature on the telecommunications and information technology sector in the United Republic of Tanzania.  the review paper cover most areas touching the Tanzania telecommunication industry such as the history of the Telecommunication sector in Tanzania,  the paper covers issues such as the TCRA as the only authority vested with the role of regulating  issues of the telecommunication industry  in Tanzania. It also contains the regulator issues.  It is rich in figures connected to the telecommunication and information technology in Tanzania. The review paper also provides for the helpful literature on the contribution of the telecommunication sector to the development of Tanzania.
The authors did not write on licensing in Tanzania neither in the United Kingdom. The study at hand has the role of assessing critically the licensing regimes in both countries and showing the advantages and disadvantages if any in this area of the law. This study will also assess the general authorization regime in The United Kingdom 

The GIPI 2002,​[8]​  this paper provides a researcher with the insight on the approaches opened to the eyes of the regulator to choose. It also provides the literature on general authorization and the pro and cons of providing licenses and general authorization, best practice of licensing and authorization is covered in this paper, licensing conditions, granting and revoking licenses is among the areas provided under this paper.  This paper however, does not provide an extensive coverage of the mentioned area covered to wit licensing regimes in both countries and general authorization in the United Kingdom. However, it sheds much light for the research work and offers a direction to guide a researcher to find more extensive coverage of the information provided in other literatures. 	

Directive 2002/20/EC,​[9]​  this offer information useful to the researcher particularly, on authorization of electronic and telecommunication services and network, aiming at simplifying the authorization rules and condition to make the market more attractive. Article 1(1), submits the member states to comply with obligation of giving freedom to providers under the condition given under Directive 2002/19/EC (access directory). It provides for the rights derived from general authorization, the conditions attached to the general authorization, the rights to use radio frequencies and numbers are listed in Article 6 of the same. Also offers the right to amend the conditions and procedures in a just and transparent manner as per Article 14 of the Directory. The literature offers the researcher with the information useful in the area of general authorization, condition and the rights attached to. The literature does not offer much information on licenses and procedure for license procurement of which this research discusses. 

Directive 2002/21/EC ​[10]​of European Parliamentary Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic communication network and services (framework Directory)  Article 1(1) establishes the harmonized framework essential for the regulation of electronic communications services, electronic communications networks, it also stipulates the obligations which the national regulatory authority must perform as well as procedure necessary to enable the whole process of harmonization and regulatory framework to be done across the  EU member states. Article 2 defines varieties of terminologies for example Article 2(a) defines ‘electronic communication network’ to mean transmission system, including switching resources necessary to permit conveyance of electromagnetic means. It also lists the specific directives in Article 2(a) to mean Directive 2002/20/EC (authorization Directive), Directive 2002/19/EC (access Directive), Directive 2002/22/EC, (Universal Service Directive) and Directive 97/66/EC. Article 3(1) emphasizes the fact that the obligation set out in the framework directory are carried out by the competent regulatory body. Generally this Directive provides the useful information to the researcher on the framework laid down for the telecommunication service and network provision in the EU which is reflected in UK regulation regime.

Directive 2002/22/EC 7th March, 2002​[11]​ on Universal Service and User’s Rights relating to electronic Communications Network and services. It deals with the provision of the electronic network and service to end users. The directive ensures availability of good quality and publicly available service across the EU community, also it ensure the need of end user are satisfied with the market.​[12]​  It establishes the right of the end user and the obligation to the providers and ensuring the universal service obligations are met by the providers. It stipulates for the minimum set of services, of specified quality, accessible and at affordable price.​[13]​ The literature does not provide with the licensing, licensing procedure, the objective of this research is to cover licensing which is not covered in the above literature. 

The TCRA Guideline and Procedure for Licensing Electronic and Postal Telecommunication, in the United Republic of Tanzania.  The guidance is aimed at providing a framework on which the licenses are to be issued in Tanzania. It also provides for the types of licenses as well as the categories of licenses issued by the TCRA​[14]​ namely the individual licenses, this type of license is issued by determining the impact of the provider would bring to the market upon licensed. For example, the ability to bring economic and social impact. Second category is the class license, this type of license is awarded to those providers with lesser social and economic impact, and the license may be issued unconditionally.  And lastly, is exempt license; this sort of license need to be registered with the authority.  The guideline provides a procedure for application and eligibility to be issued license.  Finally, it provides for license fee.  This literature is aimed at giving a mere guidance, it does not cover extensive information on the telecommunications, although the materials provided are of a great help to this research. It is therefore, the role of this study to discuss extensively and intensively on the procedures of licensing in the two named countries as provided in the respective laws and directives.

Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority Act 2003,​[15]​ this piece of legislation is of help to the researcher as it is the one which establishes the Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority (TCRA). The regulator is mandated to perform certain functions.​[16]​  The function of the Authority​[17]​ and finally provides for the mechanism of dispute settlement in such as the competition tribunal,​[18]​ and the complaint handling mechanism.​[19]​The Act is aimed at serving legal purposes, and not extensive literature like a book. However, the Act gives much on the establishment of the regulator, to wit the Tanzania communications regulatory authority without much explanations and provisions detailed on licensing issues. 
It is the role of this study to discuss much on the licensing issues pertinent to telecommunication operators and service providers. The work gives out an elaborate process on licensing in Tanzania as opposed to general authorization in the United Kingdom.

Licensing in the Era of Liberalization and Convergence in Tanzania, ​[20]​ This paper would provide the research with summary of the Tanzania telecommunication objectives as are set up in policies such as the ensuring development of the efficient telecommunications network and the universal access to the telecommunication services. Among all, it gives functions of the Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority (TCRA),  these functions are;- to  issue, renew and cancel licenses, to establish standards for regulated goods and regulated services ,to establish standards and condition for supply of goods and services, to regulate rates and charges, to make rules for easy performance of the Act, to monitor performance of a regulated sector, to solve dispute and lastly to take over functions done by the Tanzania Communication Commission and that of Tanzania Broadcasting commission. It also provides a useful table of the telephone sector growth from 1998 to August 2004; the paper stipulates the regulatory regime, licenses process and fees, universal access and lastly consumer consultation council. This literature contains useful information to the researcher in as it covers telecommunication regime in Tanzania. Although it makes no mention on the party of the United Kingdom. 

Benchmarking NRA Websites,​[21]​ the book offers a rare literature on the Regulatory authorities of the African nations at large. It provides a researcher with the information on African regulatory authority particularly, chapter five of the book contributed by the Monica Kerretts-Makau, the author in this chapter five, appreciate the fact that, Africa is a vast continent but most of the countries lack National Regulatory Authorities, although they might have some sort of regulation under the level of legislation, rules and principles. Only 30-45 percent of the countries in Africa have regulatory authorities, and even those who have the regulatory authorities are in the early stages of development they have not done enough to go the extent of facing challenges like those faced by the developed countries.  The literature provides much light on the telecommunication regulatory authority of African at large. 

Tanzania Electronic and Postal Communications Act 2010​[22]​ this piece of legislation offers the researcher with the whole licensing regime to the telecommunication network and service providers of operating in Tanzania. TEPC​[23]​ Act Amend the Tanzania Communication Regulation Authority Act Cap 172. Part II of the Act  inta alia deals with the electronic Communication, the section confers power to issue license and regulate electronic communications system(section 4), application for license(section 6), grant of license(section 10), type of license issued(section 11to 13), breach in section 21), transfer and requirement of shareholder. It deals with licensing and interconnections and access such as the interconnection and sharing of infrastructure (section 30) and price for servicing (section 31). Part IV provides for the ant-competitive practices and conduct.(section 60) numbering and electronic address(section 79-81) duties of licensee, agent and customer (section 98-100) and content regulation (section s 103-113) and lastly it provides for the offense and penalties (sections16-124).  The act has not explained the concept of General authorization. It is the role of the researcher in this research work to offer explanation on general authorization. 

1.7	Research Question
To make this study successful the study has been basically guided by the query that;
How do the regulatory regime in telecommunication companies of both Tanzania and United Kingdom deal with the whole process of making the telecommunication industry function considering that, Tanzania was a former British colony and inherited united kingdom laws though with modifications.

1.8	Hypothesis
In order for the intended facts to be prospectively collected to meet the research objectives, the study had to prove the proposition that;
United Republic of Tanzania through her  telecommunication Regulatory regime has not done enough in fostering the development of licensing regime in  telecommunication sector compared to that of United Kingdom although Tanzania was once a British Colony.  It is also keeping pace at law speed in developing, maintaining and enhancing telecommunications sector.  Meager allocation of fund in developing telecommunications sector link a shoulder in contribution to under development of telecommunications sector. 

1.9	Research Methodology




Due to nature of the research, the researcher had to collect information to assist him to carry on his research. To attain this purpose the researcher used, interview with official in regulation authority, official from telecommunication service providers and from general public. 

1.10.2	Secondary Data
To make this study effective and to successfully come up with the intended results, this research contains some secondary data obtained through analyzing the Act, reading books, newspapers, journals, development reports and surfing the internet. Much of the data collected are secondary, in this research literature material were gathered from both library and from electronic means.
1.10.3	Data Sampling Design
The entire sample population in this study involved officials from regulatory authority, official from telecommunication service and network providers and general public.

The sample which has been used for data collection in this study had the sample size of 30 populations with the composition of regulator body personnel from TCRA, some officials from telecommunication service and network providers, and general public.

After data had been collected data processing was carried out a process that involved coding and tiding so as to detect errors and omissions, classification and tabulation of the data collected according to the nature and characteristics of data. After data had been processed they were presented through charts and statistical tables ready for analysis. Data analysis took place after data processing whereas data had to be analyzed in order to relate their relationships or differences, supporting or conflicting the hypothesis so as to determine the results obtained to establish the conclusion there after.

1.11	Scope of the Study
The data collected were mainly those from covering duration prior and after enactment of legislation on Tanzania telecommunication law in one side and in another making the reference with the period when the United Kingdom telecommunication law were modified and new one enacted.  Telecommunication sector covered in this research is that which is connected to the telecommunication industry offering commercial telecommunication services providers to the people. 
In geographical terms, the research was carried out in Dar es Salaam city, the town in which telecommunication regulatory authority is based.  According to the nature of the data collected, the respondents were limited to telecommunication regulators, and some citizens in the city.  With limited time allocated for this study, this research was limited within the months between June, July and August, 2011. 

1.12	Limitation of the Study
Despite the fact that this study has come up to the intended results, there were a number of problems that the researcher encountered while carrying on this study.
To start with, there was a problem of unavailability of officials, from whom the researcher had to seek information for the study. Most officials couldn’t be easily available for interview despite the fact that they were informed in advance. To solve the problem the researcher had to go back in certain offices time to time. 

Language​[24]​ was also a problem in conducting this study, most specifically was interpreting the questionnaires into Swahili. It was a problem because in an interpreted form it was not always possible; to come up with the same intended meaning as it would be in English.
Uneasy feeling and less positive acceptance from some respondents was another problem. Taking for example introducing oneselves as law student to some respondents received not a very positive attitude.

Time factor has been a problem also in carrying on this study. For example, the researcher is an advocate dealing with clients to attend, this was not easy either for the researcher.

Furthermore, financial insufficiency was as well a hindrance. Given the fact that the funds were limited, it was cumbersome for the researcher to, for example travel within Dar Es Salaam city for data collection and meet other costs such as stationeries and printing facilities.

However, sacrifice and commitment to this study, time keeping and good financial arrangement and management enabled the researcher to go ahead and to make this study successful.

Conclusion
This chapter has been mainly introductory one. The chapter has laid down the statement of the problem, study objectives, significances and the methods which have been used to collect day for the study. In the next chapter, the concepts of Telecommunication regulator, licensing and telecommunication law are going to be given an overview with the view to having them well understood. 

After the above discussion of the framework of the research it is safe to deal with the meaning and whole concept of telecommunication on the following chapter.
meaning and whole concept of telecommunication on the following chapter.
CHAPTER TWO
AN ASPECT OF TELECOMMUNICATION
2.1	Introduction 
Telecommunication has become aspect of human being, a tool for social development, and a reflection of the man struggle to control environment. There has been a tremendous technological changes which has shaped the nature of telecommunication, for example the invention of electronic equipments and computer has shaped to a large extent telecommunication sector we have today. It markets the new telecommunication era, the move from telegraph to mobile telephone.  This chapter attempts to explain the concept of telecommunication, relationship between telecommunication and the ICT, the chapter will also cover histories of telecommunication of both United Republic of Tanzania, and United Kingdom, and lastly the functions of telecommunications in the human society.

2.2	The Concept of Telecommunication 
The word telecommunication comes from the French word t’ele’communication. It originated from Greek compound word of prefix ‘tele’ meaning ‘far off’, and the Latin commucare, meaning “to share” thus the French word te’le’communication started to be used mostly in 1904 by French engineer and novelist E’douard Estaunee who ended though in a career as general inspector of telegraph.​[25]​

The new term was used when the international telegraph union created in 1865 changed its name in 1934 to become International Telecommunication Union.​[26]​ The invention of electronic and the word telecommunication was a matter of coincidence. Later electronic became part and parcel of telecommunication. Since then; it was used to enhance telecommunication.  Telecommunication has got different meanings according to where one wants to use. Telecommunication is a word used to mean transmitting messages over a distance electronically;​[27]​ it is the exchange of information, and signal​[28]​ over significant distances by electronic means,​[29]​

Telecommunication is the two way traffic, where the message in the form of audio, visual or signals, or audio visual​[30]​  is sent and the feedback is obtained​[31]​   

Annex to the telecommunications under GATS attempts to give a contemporary definition of the term ‘telecommunication’ to mean the transmission and reception of signals by any electromagnetic means.​[32]​  Public telecommunication transport service refers to mean any telecommunications transport services required, explicitly or in effect, by a member to be offered to the public generally, such services may include, telegraph, telephone, telex, data transmission typically involving the real-time transmission of customer-supplied information between two or more points without any end to end change in the form or content of the customer’s information.​[33]​

2.3	The Relationship between Telecommunication and Information Communication Technology
Information Communication Technology (ICT) is a general term used to mean the combined role of the communication technology and integration information technology. ICT includes all technical means that are useful to handle information and to aid communication. It includes things like computer networks, hardware, software and medium of communications. ICT consist of information technology and telephone linked by the computer. The ICT was first coined in 1997 in a Dennis Stevenson Report to the UK government in his attempt to promote the new National Curriculum document for the United Kingdom in 2000.​[34]​

ICT used to refers to the convergence of audio-visual and telephone networks, with the aid of computer linked it is a single medium of communication. This has a side effect on the telecommunication sector, it has removed the telephone cabling old cabling system, and it has enhanced the digital telecommunications with the aid of computer. All aspect of technology capable of creating, accessing, and manipulating information are to be used.​[35]​ 

ICT is of tremendous help to the modern organization, employees and customer would like to have the access to the huge size of data at the same time, in a single medium, and the instant access of the information they need. For example; the world today moves to the technology of the cloud computing. Where data of one country can be stored in another in a safe place; a system where by computer system is taken as a service and not a product. A consumer receives a service without knowing the means of the service.​[36]​

Telecommunication is part and parcel of ICT. People access the internet with the wealth of the information and application, using their mobile phones which could be moved to any place at any time, only battery becomes a challenge. With the help of broadband facilities; the 3G,​[37]​ 4G and Wi-Fi technology, the invention of storage hardware’s capable of storing huge amount of data of different types such as hard drives, flash disk, DVD, and CD Rom with the aid of fast computer have fueled the growth of ICT. 

The term ICT refers merging of audio-visual and telephone networks, linked to computer networks. Under these settings, users are able to access, create and manipulate information to meet their needs.​[38]​ Information technology has come into existence after the discovery of computer and internet, whereby the communication was done through the internet, such as through email. E-telephone, internet enabled mobile phones such as Google phones, where one can send messages to the friend free, or communication through Skype software, Net- phone to mention a few. Mobile phones handsets are equipped with digital cameras, warp program to support internet, internet enabled video, installed social networking such as face book, tweeter, Google, yahoo, and Skype.  This smart phones usage link them to the world of internet governance, copyright and media. Mobile phones provide easy access banking, although can fail where network is weak, and also can be badly used for developing fraud and identity theft. 

In this aspect; mobile phones revolutionize telecommunication through ICT, mobile phones has become a growing ICT, although faces challenges like increase in internet costs, the faster  the internet facilities  the more  costly  it becomes. ​[39]​

2.4	World History of Telecommunication 
Telecommunication has very long history since ancient times. People used tangible things which could give big and sharp sound for the purposes of communicating to each other. The first local things to be used in primitive communications were horns, drums, smoke, flags, lamps and towers. Later on with advancement to civilization, industry and technology; people used telegraph, radio, television and eventually internet, which is now a core of communication links.  A revolution in wireless telecommunications started early 20th century. Different scientists contributed to the invention and discovery of the electronic equipment that were useful in telecommunications industry thus revolutionize the sector, for example people such as Nikola Telsa and Guglielmo Marconi invented wireless radio communication, Charles Wheatstone and Samuel Morse invented electrical and electronic telecommunications. Alexander Graham Bell invented telephone, Edwein Armstrong and Lee de Forest invented Radio and John Logie Baird and Philo Famsworth invented television.​[40]​

Later microwave technology brought a tremendous impact on enhancement of the transmission of the waves over the long distances, following the invention of the satellites and the fiber-optic cables.​[41]​

2.5	Importance of Telecommunication 
Telecommunication enhances economic growth.  for example; big companies uses telecommunication to build and expand their business globally,  for example Amazon.com a gigantic book selling online shop, which has expanded its business;  it sells DVDs, CDs, MP3, computer software, video games, through downloading facilities,  electronics, furniture, food and toys. ​[42]​ People could use home telephones to organize for varieties of services such as foods staffs. In Ivory Coast; coffee growers uses mobile phones to inquire for fluctuation of price for their coffee. 
It plays as a social link role. people use  telephone to communicate their home information, greetings, exchange of person information, exchange love messages, connect family and friends​[43]​ who are far each other for a long time, mobiles phones with pre-installed social interactive software such as face book, tweet, google, enable people to interact each other. They allow uploading and downloading of pictures, sounds, and video. 
Increase productivity. The use of E – application and digital tools to such diverse area as manufacturing, transportation, logistics finance banking governance, health, and education and even in tradition sectors like agriculture, is transforming the economies for the developing countries. ICT has been found to raise worker productivity more than it was for the time when it was not there.​[44]​ 

It eases accessibility of worldwide information over the click of the mouse; this makes the world look like a village. For example the social communication through social interactive webs in the internet such as face book, tweeter, yahoo, Google, to mention a few.​[45]​ 

Social unifying society and culture. Its impact is evident in unifying different social groups, nations and people of different race, color into understanding one another, although the world is so big, but with Telecommunications  it has become little closer. ​[46]​

Telecommunication has laid a strong foundation for further advancement of science and technology, exploration, space stations, as scientists do not need to directly present in the field but rather able to send information to and fro and receive feedback within short time. ​[47]​

The world is an ever growing one.​[48]​ People are able to send messages, talk through telephones without physically travelling, with advance technology information are exchanged between afar people within few seconds. People could communicate weather changes, geographical problems health issues and family matters. Speed up information exchange for example the use of internet enables communication sends information of large data in few seconds compared to the other old​[49]​. With technological advancement enhanced with computer invention such as broadband, 3G which stands for third generation mobile telecommunication for mobile phones a successor of 2G,​[50]​ 4G a fourth generation cellular wireless mobile telecommunication standard​[51]​, Wi-Fi, stands for network coverage of 20 meters,​[52]​  fiber-optic cables to mention a few in telecommunication industry; can move data at a great speed, enable people to download, upload, store, and exchange data.  

Wealth creation, Poverty reduction can spur the knowledge based economy provides the means by which knowledge is developed, stored, aggregated, manipulated and diffused.
Telecommunication is useful to address healthcare, at different levels for instance, it provides firsthand information to individual person about their body health whenever they need, and computer enhanced telecommunication reduced errors, and costs and increases efficiency. It also helps to store patient health records such as disease history, and patient development.​[53]​
In education, computer enhanced telecommunication support educational video conferencing, in which many student can be taught by a single teacher, it also increases networking in education in which teachers and students benefit from having information from remote resources where a teacher or student can visit at any time through computer enhanced telecommunication, unlike tradition resources which are closed in the office or books in library,​[54]​ Telecommunication opens a room for new job, young people have uploaded business blogs to the internet, some use home telephones to advertise new product, to find customers, to find raw material or to advertise new products. 

2.6	History of Telecommunication in both United Kingdom and United Republic of Tanzania 
2.6.1	History of Telecommunication Regulation in United Kingdom
The history of telecommunication  in England started back in 1660, based upon the King Charles II fear of losing the throne as a King of Wales and Scotland, as his father. He determined to prevent a new rebellion; he wanted to know who was writing letters to whom, people view about events, and about him. Thus he nationalized postal services and under a monopoly called the General Post Office (GPO) ​[55]​the monopoly was dealing with letters although there was no proper definition for word letters till 1981 when the meaning was provided in by the legislation.​[56]​

Upon discovery of electricity and electromagnet in amid 1835 and 1844, electric telegraph emerged thus information on non-material form was able to be sent through telegram on commercial bases at affordable price. ​[57]​

The development of electric telegraph moved government control to commercial hand; the government enacted The Telegraph Act of 1863 aimed at establishing ways of controlling business of private owned companies. In 1968 and 1969 the government was able to monopolize telegraph services from private ownership. The Telegraph Act of 1869 established the office of Postmaster General of all telegraph business; no company was allowed to operate without license from Post Master General.​[58]​  Postmaster General was authorized to buy commercial companies conducting telegraph business within UK. In 1876 Alexander Graham Bell invented telephone and in 1879, the first public telephone exchange was launched in London.​[59]​ 

In 1880 the court held that, a telephone conversation was a form of telegraph and that a telephone conversation was a telegram, because of this all telephone companies were obliged to have licences under The Telegraph Act.​[60]​

PGM issued a license to National Telephone Company (NTC) to operate the service in other areas out of boundary of the PGM provision services. However, the situation was different when the NTC services lowered the revenues of the PGM as a result 1882 the government retained the trunk line system, and in 1896 the trunk line system formerly belonging to NTC was put under control of PGM, no further license to be issued.​[61]​ In 1905 NTC agreed to transfer undertaking to PGM, the unification enabled subscribers to use both systems in local area. 

In 1912 PGM became the monopoly of telephone services provider in most part of Great Britain. Telegraph Act of 1951 was able to differentiate telephone from telegraph and set out means upon which rent charges were based.
The 1969 Post Office Act diminished the Post Office from government department and to being a statutory corporation under the leadership of the chair person, a government appointee, in lieu of the Post Master General. 

The government did not regard a licensing issue as part of regulation. As a result it surrendered all licensing powers the Post Office to issue licenses to other companies would wish to have to run telecommunication services. In 1977 Carter Committee recommended split of services of the post office   into two corporation, this move gave new name to Post Office Telecommunication as British Telecom (BT) in 1980. The following year the British Telecommunication Act 1981 was enacted. 

Radio​[62]​ was no exception in this history as it was treated by the then GPO as the form of telegraphy. The Wireless Telegraphy Act of 1949 empowered GPO to issue license to use radio, and allocation of radio frequencies to army forces, police, and the government users. Although there were also other people who could also run radios.​[63]​ Radio is the transmission of signals by modulation of electromagnetic waves with frequencies below those of light.​[64]​ 

Invention of computer​[65]​ marked a dramatic change in 1990’s telecommunication services companies used high capacity broadband networks, through the internet.
A computer is an electronic programmed machine made specifically to operate programs sequentially and automatically.​[66]​ 

In 1981 Cable &Wireless, Barclays Bank and British petroleum, formed a new venture called Mercury Communications Limited and bought government shares. In 1982 got license. Having two competitive companies the British government determined not to issue any license to another Telecommunication company, as assurance for market to both BT and Mercury Communication Limited. However, Mercury Telecommunication Limited secured three per cent of the Telecommunication market only compared to BT.​[67]​Around 1990’s the British Government issued licenses to number of public Telecommunication operators (PTO), in 2000 Britain had 140 PTO’s providing international and domestic services. ​[68]​
Cellular technology enhanced the development of cellular telephone. in 1980’s, cellnet was the first cellular radio network to be issued license. Cellnet was jointly owned by BT and Securicor and Racal Vodafone.  In 1993, Orange and Mercury One-2-One were issued licenses to operate (2G) second Generation or GSM.

In 2000, licences were issued to operate 3G spectrum which support higher speed call services as well as high speed data services. This gave rise to new telecommunication companies TIW UMTS (UK) Ltd. TIW was the highest bidder on the license auction of UMTS (UK), the company won license ‘A’ a largest license with spectrum of 35 Mhz.​[69]​

However the rise of broadband technology ​[70]​ had marked the era of telecommunication development. Broadband technology allows permanent electronic communication services than dial up narrowband connections.​[71]​ 
 
Broadband is a technical term meaning telecommunication signal of greater bandwidth, it is also in telecommunication; the term ‘broadband’ is used to mean signaling method or media capable of handling wide band of frequencies, the wider the bandwidth channel the bigger carrying capacity of information.​[72]​ Following the enactment of legislation based on UK experience in 1980’s the European telecommunication markets were fully opened to competition since 1990’s.  

Nevertheless, the history of the UK telecommunication developed has a been influenced by the external factors such as the European Union pressures to attain the common market by removing barriers to trade among the members. Although the Treaty of Rome provides the exception to the general rule of trade liberalization. Article 48 however, did not apply to the telecommunication sector thus, stood as catalyst for European Union involvement in the telecommunication sector. 

European Union regulation has shaped the UK telecommunication law. The influence is the Directive 2002/21/EC of the European parliament and of the council of 7th march 2002 on a communication regulation framework for electronic communication and services (framework directive) it was amended in 2009. 
Thus there was a need for laws enacted to protect the regulator. The regulator must be independent from the players, Technology and competition are the drivers of the telecommunication, whereas the legislation is the facilitator of the telecommunication new forms of technology are very hastily and the competition is there to keep the market boom. 
2.6.1.1	 The UK Telecommunication Act of 1984
The Telecommunication Act of 1984, Was a major land mark in UK telecommunication history. It launched the privatization of United Kingdom’s telecommunication services owned by state to private companies, for example British Telecom 81% of shares were sold. This Act created the office of telecommunication (Oftel) as the telecommunication regulator, which was controlled by the United Kingdom government. It was duty bound to promote competition and coining the interest of consumer needs.  This office was established following the privatization of British Telecom (BT).​[73]​

2.6.1.2 The UK Telecommunication Act of 2003
The Act establishes the office of Ofcom in lieu of the office of Telecommunication (Oftel) which was created by the Telecommunication Act of 1984. ​[74]​ Section 2 of the Telecommunication Act of 2003 gives the Ofcom the duty to deal with telephone numbers.​[75]​ Section 2 gives Ofcom office a mandate to be the telephone regulator. OFCOM became the official regulatory authority which is given power to issue license to the telecommunication service providers.​[76]​ 

2.6.2	History Telecommunication in United Republic of Tanzania
Tanzania (the then Tanganyika)  got her independence in 1961  and in 1964  united with Zanzibar  to form Tanzania before then it was a former British Colony, that being the case, it has inherited most of colonial legacy, among the legacy inherited was the post and telecommunication company.​[77]​ 

The history of telecommunication in Tanzanian has its way back in 1933 from the East African Telecommunications provider. East Africa Post, Telegraph and Telephone providers incorporated Tanganyika, Kenyan and Uganda Postal, Telegraph and Telephone providers.​[78]​

East African Post and Telecommunication Act established the East African Post and Telecommunication Administration in 1951.  In 1967 the East African Community (EAC) was founded and replaced the East African Common Service Organization the community established East African Post and Telecommunication Corporation (EAP&TC) and replaced the then East African Post and Telecommunications Administration​[79]​. 

In 1977 the East African Community broke up, thus the east African member countries had to establish again their own Postal, Telegraph and Telephone communication service providers companies. This lead to establishment of Tanzanian Parastatal in 1978 by the name of Tanzania Post and Telecommunication Corporation (TPTC).​[80]​

In 1993 Tanzania adopted liberalization policy in which the then Tanzania Post and Telecommunication Corporation was split into three companies, the Tanzania Telecommunication Company Limited (TTCL) being established under the Tanzania Telecommunication Company Incorporation Act of 1993, and the Tanzania Communication Commission (TCC), and The Tanzania Posts Corporation.​[81]​  TTCL was mandated to establish, develop and operate telecommunication within Tanzania in compliance with the license issued by Tanzania Communication Commission (TCC) TTCL was owned by the Government until 2001 when it was privatized partially. By the government; it enjoyed monopoly over Tanzania mainland and duo logy in Zanzibar Celtel International together with Dutecon of German obtained 35% shares from Tanzania Government. Thus the celten International and Dutecon took over Board and management control of TTCL in Tanzania.​[82]​

Early 2005 Celtel and TTCL officially separated allowing TTCL although the sharing structure remained the same. In 1997 the TTCL had management from a Canadian firm Sasktel in order to control poor financial management under a contract of a period of three years.​[83]​ The company had to operate the expansion, operation and management of a company.  The national Telecommunication policy (NTP) was launched in 1997, it enhanced more reforms in the telecommunication sector, and recently the sector is the most liberalized in the economy.​[84]​Telecommunication sector was the fastest growing sector of the economy in 2009, recording 21.9% growth, up from 205% in 2008; it has made the contribution to 2.1% GDP in 2009, up from 2.5 % in 2008.​[85]​

TTCL (the former incumbent) provides telecommunication services mainly voice and data communication as well as network services to other licensed providers. It enjoys the market of over 300,000 customers.​[86]​ 

Conclusion




Human development is a dynamic phenomenon, there has been dramatic technological changes in the world whereby, man attempts to deal with environment to make it a better home.  In such circumstances, the antagonistic issues arise, the areas where new issues need to be allowed in some manner to continue without either affect others or are required to be maintained in some preset standards of the government. Among the check point which is of a paramount importance in telecommunication regulation, is the license. This chapter explains the concept and functions of the license. It also covers both the United Republic of Tanzania licensing and the position of United Kingdom Licensing Regimes.  Licensing is the pivot of the telecommunication regulation, as it controls inter alia the standard requirements.​[87]​  

The chapter analyzes the legal meaning of license as a tool issued by the government authority as the main regulator and interplay between  the service provider and the service consumer, particularly in The United Republic of Tanzania and United Kingdom.

3.2	The Concept of Licence
Generally, licensing; means to give permission to do something, including the document authorizing that permission.​[88]​ Licensing is the major element in the Telecommunication Industry. Licensing plays a significant role, it can be bureaucratic and susceptible to abuse. Initially the United Kingdom approach was to issue individual licenses but it has moved to general authorization.​[89]​

The term ‘license’ comes from the Latin word ‘licere’ meaning give permit. It also implies a permission to do an act which would otherwise be unlawful as well as the document authorizing such acts​[90]​. For example of license is a motor vehicle license, trade license, teaching license, to mention a few. 

A license can be an agreement whereby one party granting a licence (‘licensor’) and another party is the beneficiary of the licence called (‘licencee”), an authorization whereby the recipient to use licensed material or to do a licenced act by a licencer.​[91]​ Licence goes hand in hand with authority requirement, to be informed on a type of activity and condition and limitation on the manner of how such activity is to be done.​[92]​ 

3.3	Types of Licenses 
Licences can be grouped into different types according to the circumstances at which it is used, such as in contract law,  intellectual property, in transportation, in construction to mention but a few. However, as far as the telecommunication is concerned, licenses can be of different types according to the type of the telecommunication services provision the company has subscribed and the geographical location chooses to run the services or to lay the infrastructures such as telephone towers and fiber-optic cables. There are three major types of the licenses, these are:-

First, individual provider or operator license. This type of license requires approval of regulator or other entity. It is aimed at allowing provision of specific service.  This license may have conditions attached to them. ​[93]​

Second, general authorization, (formerly was called class license). This type of license is issued to the telecommunication service provider which is authorized to operate the network or services described by that authorization in compliance with its conditions, although such authorization may require the licensee to provide information, to pay fees or to give notice at different interval of time on anything connected to it as required. ​[94]​

Third, exempt license; under this category, number of European states never imposed the requirement for telecommunication service provider to obtain a license in their geographical area and legislation. For example;  Germany and Austria, have no license requirement to any telecommunication entrants into its market. ​[95]​General authorization is the European Union Framework designed to harmonize and simplify licensing across member states.​[96]​ 

3.4	The Procedure of Obtaining a License
There are procedures required for procuring license, though procedures differs from one place to another depending on the type for the telecommunication service provider and the country in which such services are to be done.  In the United Kingdom, the basic procedure many that of application for license to be sending to the regulatory authority then  the applicant will wait for the review of the application and eventually if the consent is given in the review the license is issued.​[97]​
However the UK licensing regime is influenced by the EU Directive 2002/21/EC which stipulates for general authorization​[98]​. The directive dictates the member’s regulator authority to give freedom to telecommunication service and network provision​[99]​. The providers require no license to operate, only notification suffice. The regulatory authority can give conditions in which the provider has to comply. The condition given can also be subject to modification if the need to do so arises.​[100]​

In Tanzania a telecommunication service provider has to be registered under BRELA. He should obtain incorporation certificate and thereafter, has to obtain TIN, and write an application for license, then if successful provider can be issued a license.​[101]​ 

3.5	Importance of License 
Licensing serves various purposes, as determined by the regulator, particularly in modern telecommunication industry where, good number of entrants are allowed to join the market, under contemporary practices of the liberalization policies.

3.5.1	Licensing As a Tool Useful to Have a Control over the Market
Since the practicing of the trade liberalization policies in both United Republic of Tanzania and United Kingdom, there have been many telecommunication companies enlisting to do telecommunication services provisions and other related business. Due to the increase in number, the mechanism which can safely be used to control the structure of the market to the required standard is the use of license.​[102]​ In this aspect the number of Telecommunications Company in a sector may be limited, although this may in another way protect the monopoly of already established telecommunication companies.  For example Telegraph Act of 1969 favored General Post Office to operate telegraph services in the UK, but it was exempted from being subject to award of license or any regulation measure by the government.​[103]​   But the role of using licensing as a controlling measure against the entrants into the market should be discouraged and rather the use of license as a control over the market competition is the best outlook, and therefore need to be adopted.​[104]​

3.5.2	Licensing As a Method of Imposing Eligibility Requirement
License is useful tool to provide, control and maintain the eligibility requirement for telecommunication service provider companies.  For example; a company may be required to meet technical standards and qualifications, in order to be enlisted in a particular given market.​[105]​ For example; Finland gave four 3G mobile licenses in 1999 based on best applicant criteria. Minimum criteria can also be useful particularly in award of license base spectrum in which price is to be minimal. 

3.5.3	Licensing As a Method of Imposing Special Rules or Operating Controls
A license can be used to control the provision of services rendered by the telecommunication service providers. For example technical equipments attached to interconnection for protecting users, or employees, the non economic reasons and the public interest are coined in the world to mean essential requirements.​[106]​ 

3.5.4	Licensing a Means of Law Enforcement
 Licensing can be used to enforce the law or set rules and principles of the regulator. Licensing ensures that telecommunication service provision are able to comply with the set rules, standards and principles. The authority may have power to modify, revoke or put sanction under telecommunication licenses. This is the way of winning the telecommunication service providers compliance, whereby the license issued are conditional. Many regulatory bodies have discretion in the way they deal with decisions, although there are laws enacted for the purposes of dealing with compliance issues.​[107]​
3.5.5	Licensing as a means of a monitoring
It is the role of overseer to monitor activities of the telecommunication service providers by the regulator. The role is managed through licensing.  Any telecommunication company which practices noncompliance behavior can face problem in the future when renewing a license. ​[108]​

3.5.6	Licensing can be Treated as a Binding Agreement
Licensing can be used as an agreement between the licensed and licensee, where the licensee is duty bound to comply with terms and conditions particularly set by the telecommunication regulator. The license always goes with provisions stipulating rights, obligations and risks, as an agreement of its sort between the government and the licensee.​[109]​ The license given may also have stipulation explaining the kind of services, to be offered by the telecommunication service provider. 

3.6	Tanzania Licensing Regime
For a long time the telecommunication sector in Tanzania has been under monopoly of the government. By then TTCL was a state owned company under the then Tanzania Postal and Telecommunication Corporation (TPTC). The TTCL enjoyed the telecommunication market in Tanzania and across Africa. It was a regulator of the telecommunication sector in Tanzania following the enactment of The Communication Act of 1993 which split the company to Tanzania Posts Corporation (TPC), the Tanzania Telecommunication Company Limited (TTCL) and the Tanzania Communication Commission (TCL).​[110]​










Source, Licencesd Telephone operator in Tanzania [online] available at http:// www.tcra.go.tz/licensing/CLF/licensed_operators.php#NF[accessed (​http:​/​​/​www.tcra.go.tz​/​licensing​/​CLF​/​licensed_operators.php" \l "NF[accessed​) on 28th August, 2011]

It has been announced by the government through the ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs  that communications contribution to GDP in 2007 was 20.1% and according to TCRA, teledensity  has increased. In the year 2000 Tanzania teledensity was only 1% but on June 2008 it had increased to 25% and it was  43% by the end of 2009​[113]​.  The term ‘Tele-density’ means a measure of access to telephone and other ICT services of 100 people occupying a specific area or region. Most of Subscribers have more than one mobile phone line; a single person may have many SIM-cards ranging from one to even four according to the number of mobile operators.  Most mobile phone owners are found in the cities due to the increased economic activities. Tele-density in Tanzania can be shown in the following table. 

Table 2. Voice Telecommunication Penetration (teledensity)
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Source: Licencesd Telephone operator in Tanzania [online] available at http:// www.tcra.go.tz/licensing/CLF/licensed_operators.php#NF[accessed (​http:​/​​/​www.tcra.go.tz​/​licensing​/​CLF​/​licensed_operators.php" \l "NF[accessed​) on 28th August, 2011]
The TCRA affected the Converged Licensing Framework (CLF) in 2005.​[114]​ Under this ambit; TCRA has issued licenses under categories of Network Facility (NF), Application Service (AS), and Content Services (CS). 

Converged Licensing Framework is the type framework which different technology systems do perform similar tasks. CLF would spearhead the service neutrality; license has a freedom to choose use the infrastructure of another telecommunication provider provided the provider has obtained a necessary license.​[115]​  The license in this framework would also allow a licensee to have liberty to link service infrastructure to the most efficient and cost effective, is also enjoying freedom to take signals from the market as to which services are extremely demanded.​[116]​

TCRA has issued the following providers with license under CLF 
TTCL, Vodacom, Zanzibar Telecom Limited, Six Telecom Company Limited, Celtel Tanzania Limited (trading as Airtel), Smile Communication Tanzania Limited, Benson Informatics Limited, Excellent Communication Tanzania Limited, Dovetel Tanzania Limited (Sasatel), Rural Netco Limited, Epocha & Golden Ocean Tanzania Limited (Egotel), My Cell Company Limited, Agape Associations Limited. Star Media Tanzania Limited (MUX), Basic Transmission Limited, and Cable Television Network (CTV).​[117]​ 

Table 4.  Type of Licence and Segment at which is Issued
Name of a Company	Licence Segment
TTCL	International and national Network 
Vodacom	International and national Network 
Zanzibar Telecommunication Limited	International and national network 
Six Telecommunication Company Ltd	International and National Network 
Celtel Tanzania Ltd	International and National | network 
Smile Communication Tanzania Ltd	International and National Network 
Benson Informatics Ltd	National Network 
Excellent Communication  Tanzania ltd	National Network 
Dovetel (T) Ltd( trading as Sasatel)	National Network 
Rural Netco Ltd	National Network 
Epocha & Golden Ocean (T) Ltd (Egotel)	National Network 
My cell Company Ltd	National Network 
Agape Association Ltd	National Network 
Star Media (T) Ltd	National Network 
Basic Transmission Ltd	National Network 
Cable TV Network (CTV)	National Network 

The licensee would also benefit the provisions of the different services under a single license, provision of various communication services such as text, data, image, voice and video over an existing infrastructure.​[118]​

Framework allows the single transmission technology to offer various services of the same services or is at liberty to substitute to another service offered by a different provider of the data over the cable TV, or telephone over the electrical power network, or would allow the integration of customer terminal equipment or access devices such as telephone, television and personal computer. ​[119]​

According to the convergence licensing framework; TCRA issues the following types of converged licenses which are determined by the technology and service neutrality. Network Facility (NF) under this type the licensee is authorized to construct and own communication infrastructure, such as earth stations, fixed links and cables, public payphone, satellite hubs, satellite control station, space station, submarine cable landing center, switching center, cover poles ducts and pits used in conjunction with other network facilities.

Network Services (NS), this type of license authorize operation of an electronic communication services aimed at delivering services. The services authorized includes bandwidth services, broadcasting services, access applications services and space segment service.
Application service (AS), license of this kind authorize reselling or procurement of services from service operator such as internet providers, mobile providers and public cellular services, VoIP, public pay phone services, public switched data services.
Content Services (CS) licensee is authorized to provide public content such as satellite broadcasting, broadcasting terrestrial, free to air TV, terrestrial, radio broadcasting and other electronic media. 

However the markets under the sphere of converged Licensing Framework are categorized into five different groups based on the coverage:- 
 First, International Market Segment; the licensee is allowed to give service globally.

Second, National Market segment, the licensee here is authorized to offer services in one country.

Third, Regional Market segment, a segment for the licensee who opts to offer services in a single administrative region. 

Four, the district Market Segment, a licensee is given liberty to provide services in a given district.

3.7	United Kingdom Licensing Regime 
The united licensing regime is based on the UK Telecommunication Act of 2002 which established the office of communications but the Communication Act of 2003 gave Ofcom full power,​[120]​ which replaced the established Oftel as the major regulatory authority by UK Telecommunication Act of 1984. The OFCOM is responsible for the management, regulation, assignment and licensing the electromagnetic spectrum and license part of it to be used in mobile phones transmissions, private communication networks.​[121]​ UK licensing regime though has emanated from the monopoly phase, where the government owned telecommunication service providers enjoyed market, It later moved to duopoly where telecommunication services were liberalized, more service providers companies were licensed to join the compete in the telecommunication market. ​[122]​

There is another regulatory authority responsible to lawful and trustworthy telecommunication and internet services, apart from Ofcom.  The office of telecommunications Ombudsman (Otelo). This office is under the supervision of OFCOM. It offers an arbitration services between telecommunication services providers in case of disputes.​[123]​ 

However, the Ofcom control only the commercial private telecommunication radio spectrum licensing, but the ministry of defense controls its own spectrum.  OFCOM in collaboration with the UK government, produces the Frequency allocation table​[124]​  in telecommunication frequencies which are allocated to the service providers. 

Procedure to obtain license in UK. Those who would want license must apply for license prior to installation or operation of the services. The regulatory authority has prepared a special form for licensee to fill in order to get a license.​[125]​

However under the Electronic Communication Act 2000; application send in soft copy has the same status as the one in hard copy. After issuance of license, the licensee is given one month to notify the authority should the license be incorrect.​[126]​
The Ofcom requires that licenses issued to service providers are subject for renewal annually​[127]​

3.7.1	An Aspect of General Authorization
Part two of Communication Act 2003 put an emphasis the requirement of the general authorization scheme of the directive.​[128]​ The Act repeals provision of Telecommunication Act of 1984 which deals with licensing and replaces it by establishing the Office of Communication (OFCOM). It sets out powers of the  authority under Section 45of Communication Act 2003 and stipulates for the specified person providing electronic communications network and service as per Section 46 of Communication Act 2003.​[129]​

The General Authorization is not contained in a document, but Providers of Electronic communication network and services are subject to umbrellaship of Section 45 of Communication Act of 2003. The Consolidated, modified General Conditions of Entitlement contain rights, obligations, and definition implement sections 51to 64 of the Act,​[130]​ which provides inter alia the matters to which general condition  may relate general conditions for customers, general condition for telephone numbers, general conditions that carry important obligation that must be carried out.​[131]​ 

General authorization actually concerns the contents that are allow and give scope of general conditions which the Acts allows to be applied generally to every individual providing electronic communication network or service or to one. Or to every individual person who provides network and service of a particular description as stipulated under section 46, 2, (b)

3.7.2	Main Categories of Licenses Issued by OFCOM  
Individual provider or provider or carrier license. This type of licence need to be approved by regulator or some other entity.  The incumbent can also play part in this by approving the ability of an operator to provider specified services or approved networks.​[132]​

General Authorizations, this type of licence do not require non discretional type. It does not need any approval by the authority for it to operate, rather the undertaking is authorized to operate the network or services described by that authorization but the provider is obliged to comply with the already set condition and standards. There are also other compliances which might be required by the authority.​[133]​  The operator may be subject to pay fee, to submit scheduled information, or give notification, and it may also be limited to operate on certain duration of period. This is the contemporary EU framework aimed at harmonizing and simplifies licensing system to the member states.​[134]​

The third type is Exempt license, whereby the operator can enter the market by providing telecommunication services or network without any sort of restriction or licences. For example New Zealand has a free entry to telecommunication service and network market although the provider is obliged to get a designation as network operator from the Minister of Communications for access to the road reserved land to be used to lay wires or construct lines. Other countries which have free entry in EU are Germany, Netherlands and Austria.​[135]​
License can be issued to the different groups of persons sole proprietor, partnership, body corporate, body of trustee, society or clubs and public cooperate and public body.

Sole proprietor,  a person may apply for license in his own name, if a person changes the name through marriage; then authority requires that the marriage certificate be submitted to amend license, or if a name is changed by deed poll then it must as well be submitted to the authority to amend the license. ​[136]​

Partnerships, individual acting together for forming a business can apply for license they are however, obliged to state both partner names.  Licensees will expire upon the dissolution of partnership.​[137]​

Public Corporations and public bodies; a statutory body may as well be entitled to be issued a license. The licensee would be issued to the legal full name of the authority and issued to an officer of that corporation. Such as school, library or colleges.​[138]​

Trustees, a trust may apply for license. The license would be issued by the name of trustee. When the name changes, then Ofcom requires that new license would also need to be applied for.​[139]​
Under Freedom of Information Act 2000 Act 2000, any one has a right to ask for information held by Ofcom; one may even ask for information submitted by the third party, except that no information would be disclosed if it touches confidentiality aspect of an individual of commercial interests.​[140]​

The Ofcom has power to revoke license, in the following cases; if the licensee breaches the condition of license such as nonpayment of renewal fees.  If the licensee is not using the spectrum in manner stipulated in the license.  If the era of law, or facts have been made, just to mention a few.​[141]​

Conclusion 
The research has discussed in detail the licensing, the meaning, functions and the types and the licensing regimes of UK and Tanzania. Tthe following chapter examines the regulation regime, role of regulator and the telecommunication laws of the two countries UK and Tanzania.
CHAPTER FOUR
THE REGULATORY AUTHORITY, LICENSING AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF TELECOMMUNICATION IN THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA AND IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
4.1	Introduction 

Tanzania being a member of the ITU​[142]​ is duty bound to adhere to the best practice guideline on the telecommunication policy and regulatory aspect. It should spearhead the shift from monopoly to the liberalization.​[143]​ The invention of the digital and the electronic equipment enhanced with the computer system has marked a tremendous development, a major challenge to the regulatory authorities of the world. Tanzania is not exempted from these telecommunication challenges, although most of them are borne outside her boundaries.  To ensure that these challenges are dealt with, the country has managed though to a limited extent to enact the Communication Act of 2003 which contains stipulation that establishes a regulatory body called TCRA. The same law gives TCRA power to act, provides for what should be its functions, means of dispute settlement and the framework of dealing with customer dissatisfaction. 

In this chapter, the researcher is attempting to define telecommunication regulator, explains the function of telecommunication regulator, and gives a general pitfall of the telecommunication regulator, the legal framework of the regulator in United Kingdom, the legal framework of the telecommunication regulator in Tanzania.
It also covers the telecommunication regulators namely OFCOM and TCRA.  finally it gives the critically comparative analysis of the telecommunication licensing in United Kingdom and that of United Republic of Tanzania. 

 4.2	Telecommunication Regulator
The decision to liberate the market is the first step to be taken, then provision of regulatory framework following the establishment of the institution of implementing the decision. However, several issues such as interconnection, universal access and services, regulatory processes, dispute resolution mechanisms, method for defining market, licensing or authorization and tariff setting in order to determine the sound regulatory framework.​[144]​ 

4.3	Functions of Telecommunication Regulator
According to UN Task Force on Financing ICT, among the functions of Telecommunication regulators are; 

First, implementing authorization framework deliberately in order to create opportunities for new companies and investors to establish ICT and telecommunication business, because authorization increases the chances for there to be many entrants.​[145]​ 
Second, has a duty to regulate competition in the market which is tied to ensure there is fair and equal competitive market principles, and try to minimize those telecommunication firms which dominate the supply and prepare a good environment for new entrants in the telecommunication sector. ​[146]​

Third, interconnecting network and facilities. The regulator should ensure the availability of clear set of rules and principles to foster interconnection of all sorts of old and new communication networks and ensure that they are related to cost –based payments.​[147]​ 

Fourth, management of radio spectrum well in order to facilitate those who would like to enter the telecommunication sector for the first time. And facilitation of the new technology which is suitable to enable the new broadband wireless links, such as Wi-Fi 3G, 4G, to mention a few.​[148]​ 

Fifth, implementing the universal access mechanism to make sure that telecommunication is widespread, and is able to be connected to many homes at affordable prices. ​[149]​

Sixth, making sufficient safeguards for the purpose of protecting consumers, children in particular, against bad business practices, cyber crime, and violation of data privacy.​[150]​ 
Seventh, to minimize the burden and cost of the whole process of regulation and during contract enforcement. ​[151]​

However, regulator must keep pace with new challenges evolving due to technological advancement.   

The regulator can help industry to achieve technical compatibility and avoid fragmentation particularity in a networked industry. It allows users to get full benefits of the combined networks and not benefit of only service in which one subscribes.​[152]​ 

The difference between social and private value of telecommunication where already in place for example; reduction of price to achieve universal service obligation. This is a system which allows many homes to be connected to the telecommunication network.​[153]​ 





4.4	The acquisition of Licence and Legal Framework of Telecommunication in the United Republic of Tanzania and in the United Kingdom 
4.4.1	Legal Framework of Telecommunication in United Kingdom
Telecommunication sector in United Kingdom is framed by a number of the telecommunication legislations aimed at giving guidance, power, functions and duties to the authority. It specifies rights and obligation to the consumer and authority and service providers. 

Nevertheless, not only the UK legal framework has shaped the telecommunication sector within the jurisdiction but it has also the international instruments such as the EU legislations, and the Directives on the telecommunication sector. 

4.4.1.1	United Kingdom’s Telecommunication Act Chapter 21 of 2003
This Act plays a basic foundation in the telecommunication law and licensing in the United Kingdom. It establishes the Office of the Telecommunication, (Ofcom) together with provision of functions of Ofcom as the regulatory authority in UK.​[154]​ 

The office is empowered to do function in relation to telephone numbers that are conferred to them by the UK government. ​[155]​Ofcom can also do any works which appear incidental or conducive to the carrying out their functions including borrowing money.​[156]​ However, borrowing must be authorized by the Secretary of the State or according to the general authorization given to him. ​[157]​ 

Nevertheless, functions that are conducive to be done by Ofcom are;  to undertake search and development work in connection to any matter which they have function to do​[158]​They have power to institute and carry on criminal proceeding in England and Wales or Northern Ireland, for any offense at which they have power to act.​[159]​ 

The office also has power to make payment in non labiality issues to any person who has been affected when Ofcom is in the process to carry out their duties.​[160]​ In short, Ofcom took over all functions which were done by OFTEL, under Communication Act of 1984. ​[161]​

4.4.1.2 OFCOM’s functions
To optimal use of wireless telegraphy of the electromagnetic spectrum, ​[162]​  Ofcom has to ensure the availability throughout the United Kingdom of a wide range of electronic communications services.  ​[163]​

It is the duty of Ofcom to take into account, while carrying its duties, the principle under regulatory activities should be transparent. Accountable, proportionate, consistent and targeted only at cases in which action is needed and any principle of best regulatory practice. ​[164]​

Ofcom is duty bound to function in the framework of six principle community requirements namely:-

First, the requirement to promote competition, in provision of electronic communication network and electronic communication service.  And in relation to provision and making available of service and facilities that are provided or make available in association with the electronic communication network or electronic communication services.​[165]​ 

Secondly, is the requirement to secure that Ofcom’s activities contribute to the development of the European internal market.​[166]​
Thirdly, the requirement to promote interests of all persons who are citizens of the European Union within framework of Article 17 the Treaty establishing European Community)​[167]​

Fourthly,  the community requirement is a requirement to take account of the desirability of Ofcom’s carrying out their functions in a manner which so far as practicable does not favor any form of electronic communications network , electronic communication services associated facility or one means of providing or making available such network service or facility. ​[168]​

The fifthly, community requirement is a requirement to encourage to such extent as Ofcom considers appropriate the provision of network access and services interoperability. ​[169]​

The sixthly, the community requirement is the requirement to encourage such compliance with the standard under Article 17 of the Framework Directive. ​[170]​ The Framework Directive means Directive 2002/21/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of Common regulatory framework for electronic communication network and services. ​[171]​ Ofcom is allowed to carry impact assessment when they want to propose anything that appears good for them. ​[172]​

It is the duty of Ofcom to encourage the easier way to use apparatus for communication purposes including the domestic electronic communication apparatus made to be used easily without many modifications, and also the one which can be used by the disability.​[173]​

Ofcom is duty bound to promote media literacy, the authority has to take various stops to ensure that, the general public is aware of the nature and characteristics of the material published by means of electrical media ​[174]​  awareness of understanding the process by which such material is selected, or made available for publication of such means. 

However, it is the duty of the Content Board ​[175]​established by this act to assist the Ofcom in matters of the promoting the public awareness on matter related to the content of broadcasting material transmitted by means of electronic media.​[176]​

Ofcom is duty bound to do the consumer research, consultation, to publish and take account of the research done.  This is aimed at ensuring that consumers are satisfied with the authority control, or as the means of getting information of the providers that would be useful by the authority (Ofcom).​[177]​ 

No one is allowed to provide the electronic communication without the prior notice of the Ofcom.​[178]​

4.4.2	Legal Framework of Telecommunication in United Republic of Tanzania
The major challenge that faces Tanzania is ability to keep proactive legal base that can stand the dynamic nature of challenges of telecommunication technology electronic related activities such as e-banking, e-commerce, e-money, e-contracts-government and other electronic related transactions, to mention but a few.​[179]​

 In telecommunication sector, there are different laws enacted in order to lay down a strong legal framework to enable the policies to be in real application. The following are some of the Tanzanian laws that have laid the contemporary telecommunication service providers legal framework.

4.4.2.1	 Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority Act of 2003
The legislation has established the TCRA as the major regulatory authority. However TCRA has been influenced by the National ICT Policy of 2003 and National Postal Policy of 2003 
Section 5 of TCRAA of 2003, provides for the duties of the TCRA

That is promoting effective competition and economic efficiency in the country​[180]​; protecting the interest of  consumers​[181]​  Protecting the financial viability of the efficient suppliers;,​[182]​, enhancing public availability of regulated services to all consumers including low income, rural and disadvantaged consumers​[183]​, and enhancing public knowledge awareness and understanding of the regulated sector..​[184]​ It also provides for the rights and obligation of consumers and suppliers, ways in which complaints and dispute may  be initiated and solved. Lastly, the duties, functions and activities of the Authority are provided for. TCRAA 2003 stipulates for the functions of the TCRA within United Republic of Tanzania Settings​[185]​

Functions of the TCRA
First, to perform the functions conferred on the Authority by sector legislation.
Second, the issuance, renew and cancelling of license​[186]​ TCRA has been vested with authority of issuing new licenses for those telecommunication providers who require licences,  renewing  expired licences and also powers to cancel licenses for any licences who seems to have violated the legal requirements. 

 Third, to establish standards for regulated goods and service. ​[187]​
 Fourth, to establish standards for the terms and conditions of supply of the regulated goods and services.​[188]​ 

Fifth, to regulate rates and charges of the services provided by service providers;​[189]​ 
 Six, to make rules for carrying out the purpose and provision of this Act and sector legislation, ​[190]​

TCRA is under obligation of monitoring performance of the regulated sector, by the guidance of the following criteria namely, level of the investment, availability and standards of services, the cost of services; the efficiency of production and distribution of services. ​[191]​TCRA has power to facilitate the resolution of complaints and disputes; 

The authority has taken over and continues to carry out function which was formerly done by the Tanzania Communications commission and Tanzania Broadcasting commission.​[192]​ 

4.4.2.2	 Electronic and Postal Communication Act of 2010 
This is the recent legislation which stipulates for electronic telecommunication as well as postal communications. The Act is aimed at keeping abreast with the development in the electronic communication industry.  It provides for a strong regulatory regime for electronic communications services providers. 

 TCRA has power of licensing and regulating electronic communication system and services in the united Republic of Tanzania.​[193]​  The powers conferred include, the right to issue license and to regulate the establishment, installation, use, working, maintenance, development, construction, promotion, hiring and selling of electronic communication system and services. ​[194]​

The Authority can issue the following categories of licenses, namely, the network facilities licenses;​[195]​ the network service licenses;​[196]​ application licenses​[197]​; content licenses and postal and courier services licenses. It is compulsory for anyone who wants to operate electronic communications or content services to apply to the authority.​[198]​ 

The information required by the regulatory authority in the whole process of application for license, the licensee must provide the following documents for the purposes of affecting the license.  The documents required are:- 

The certificate of incorporation or registration, showing that the company is already registered and is existing. ​[199]​A business Plan for the proposed services: this shows the overall map, plan, objective and how the business is going to be run.​[200]​

Technical proposal for the services to be provided including roll out plans.​[201]​ Shareholding structure as prescribed under section 26 which requires that any person after having been issued license must offer shares to the public and subsequent list with the stock exchange in accordance with the requirement of the capital market and securities Act. The listing and offering of share to the public is done after three years after the date at which license were issued.​[202]​He should submit previous experience in the provision of the services.​[203]​ This is done deliberately in order to restrict those who would like to enter in the telecommunication service provision market without experience, so that they may not get loss as a result of stiff competition. It is also important to protect the consumers, from bad service that would have been given by such inexperienced provider. Submission of the proof of the applicant being financially capable; this saves as the above mentioned condition. ​[204]​Any other information that the authority may require, here the different licenses are given the authority may require more information of a sort in one license pursuit and few in another.​[205]​ 

Where the applicant is not in a position to comply with the requirement of furnishing information, then the authority shall reject the application in writing. ​[206]​

The applicant is also required to have a physical address in a place within United Republic of Tanzania, and is supposed to submit it at the time of applying for license.​[207]​

After receiving the application the authority shall publish a notice of the application in local newspaper inviting comments from the public, within fourteen days from the date of publication. ​[208]​ However, this is applicable to the licenses beyond five years.​[209]​ 

The authority may refuse the application. If it so happens, then the applicant has a right to apply afresh to be issued a license, the new application will be treated as fresh one.​[210]​

Upon the completion of the evaluation process, the authority shall notify within the thirty days the applicant who is successful, and those who are not successful according to their application.​[211]​ However, a successful applicant shall satisfy the authority that facilities are in accordance with the condition stipulated in the license.​[212]​

There are four types of licenses under Electronic and Postal Communications 2011, in Tanzania.​[213]​  Namely, network facilities licenses​[214]​, network service license​[215]​, application service license​[216]​, content service license.​[217]​

Network Facility License
 This allows the individual person to install, operate, manage, construct, maintain own or make available network facilities in the United Republic of Tanzania.​[218]​

Network Service License
This allow a person to operate, manage and provide network services in the United Republic of Tanzania except in accordance with the terms and condition of an individual license granted by the authority.​[219]​ The licensee must as well provide the free public services such as emergence service, customer assistance, crime stoppers, child help line, health help line, anti-corruption services fire services; ambulance services and any service related to human safety and life.​[220]​

Content Services License
This type of license allows person to provide content services according to the terms and conditions of an individual or class license given by authority, the successful applicant is given one year construction permit.  License must have an agreement with the holder of network facilities in order to allow passage of signals.​[221]​

Application Services License 
This allows a person to provide application service accordance with terms and conditions of an individual license granted by the authority.​[222]​





The applicant must pay the following fees​[224]​; an initial license fee prior to issuance of license,​[225]​ an annual fee of the amount  specified in the Rules under this Act,​[226]​ fee in respect of the assigned frequency, frequency bandwidth or radio communication station;​[227]​ and fee in respect of assigned electronic numbering resource. ​[228]​

The license given by the TCRA subject of renewal, according to the agreement entered between the licensee and the Regulatory authority if the licensee continues to fulfill the shareholding requirement. If the licensee will be maintaining financial worthiness required by the authority, if licensee has not breached the terms and condition of license.​[229]​

The Authority may also be able to modify a license either by prayers of the licensee or the decision of the authority. This is done in agreement between the licensee and the authority where the licensees demand in writing for the license to be modified, whereby the authority has to consider such request. ​[230]​ The Authority will issue the notice before modifying the license, giving the following; the reasons for the proposed modifications; the medications to the license that the authority thought fit to make; and finally, the date by the which the licensee shall respond in writing to the proposed modifications within twenty eight days from the date on which the authority serves the notice on the license.​[231]​ 

4.4.2.3	 Tanzanian Fair Competition Act 2003 
 This Act contains the important authorities which are useful in protection to the telecommunication service providers in the stiff competitive markets. A person is restricted to makes changes to an agreement of the object. The effect or likely to effect the agreement is to appreciably prevent, restrict or distort competition.​[232]​

The Act established the Fair Competition Tribunal.​[233]​ It is a specialized and independent quasi-judicial body that is having people with expertise in economic and business, who are able to hear and determine complaints involving competition and regulatory issues, which are the result of the Fair Competition Commission (FCC) and regulatory authority such as Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority (TCRA), Energy, Water Utility, Regulatory Authority (EWURA) and Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority (TCAA).​[234]​Fair Competition Act 2003​[235]​ establishes Fair Competition Commission, which has inta alia  the function of participating in deliberations and proceedings of government, government Commissions, regulatory authorities and other bodies in relation to competition and consumer welfare.​[236]​

Although both the commission and the tribunal are established under Fair Competition Act, they are not operating in the same manner, in a manner that each has its own distinguished function to perform. The Fair Competition Commission administers and ensures compliance with the Fair Competition Act 2003, and decides matter at first instance. The Fair competition in another hand is an appellate body that hears appeal from orders and decision of the Fair Competition Commission and regulatory authority as mentioned above. Thus Fair competition Tribunal is the major decision maker in the Competition and Regulatory Framework. It works on the following principles namely, giving timely justice, in impartial manner, under professional standards and with efficiency and effectiveness and lastly in responsiveness. 

4.5	The Influence of International and Regional Instrument on United Kingdom Telecommunication Licensing of Telecommunication Service and Network 
4.5.1	World Trade Organization General Agreement on Trade in Service (GATS)
The General Agreement on Trade in Service (GATS) agreement is the international trade in service agreement to which United Kingdom is signatory, thus UK is bound to its stipulations.  The World Trade Organization General Agreement on Trade in Service (GATS) has a separate annex on telecommunications these are the Basic Agreement on Telecommunication and the Reference Paper agreed on the provision of general condition of GATS framework which have relevance to licensing to apply to all member states​[237]​ GATS as the international instrument has laid a framework for the regulation authority to comply in dealing with trade involving service of which telecommunication service provision is of no exclusion. 

The following, inta alia, are the stipulations put forward by the GATS.
Article II of GATS stipulates for the Most Favored Nation (MFN) which requires members to observer the principle of MFN whereby they must provide market access on terms and conditions ‘no less favored than that accorded to providers o another country for all services even where no specific commitment is included.​[238]​

Article III of World Trade Organization’s General Agreement on Trade and Services (GATS) requires transparency by all members by publishing their law administrative procedure and regulation that are connected to trade in service, and all licensing procedure should comply with transparency criteria.​[239]​

It is the Requirement for Domestic Regulation’ Article VI of GATS that, each member must make sure that all measures of general application connected to trade and service are administered in a reasonable , objective and in impartial manner.​[240]​  

There should be a judicial arbitrator or administrative tribunal or procedure which will help providers and consumers who would face intricacies​[241]​ although this institution should be consistent with the local constitution of a member state or nature of the legal system.​[242]​Member states should remove barrier on licensing requirements, procedure or qualification compliances. The member state may establish a body which would base on transparency, competence and supply service, non-burdensome, non-restrictive in service supply.​[243]​

Once authorization is required by the provider the authority must inform the applicant decision of the application within the reasonable time, on whether the application is complete and accepted or not.​[244]​

4.5.2	Issues Falling Under the Sector-Specific Agreements 
Transparent is the main requirement the access to and use of public telecommunications information to use and access must be made to the consumers. These include, notifications, registrations, and licensing. The Regulatory authority must only impose important and necessary conditions with the intention of safeguarding the obligation of public telecommunication network and services providers to supply services to general public and to ensure network integrity​[245]​. 

Conditions that can be complied with are requirements for notification, registration, licensing, limitations on resale or shared use of services, use of interface or interoperability protocols, type of approval of equipment that interconnects with the public telecommunications network, limitations on interconnection between private leased or owned circuits. There should be  transparency on issues such as the authority must put clearly licensing criteria, the result of the decisions on the application already made by operators, condition to comply by the operator, and a reason if the license if denied if it is required by the operator. 

There should be a transparency in allocation of spectrum, numbers and right of way. No discrimination is allowed; the procedure for application must be clear, objectively and must be in time. 

4.5.3	The European Union Licensing System
Licensing Directory
The European Union general requirements on telecommunication service and networking provision are set in Directive 2002/21/EC in respect of common regulatory framework for electronic commission network and services. This dictates harmonization of the basic structures for regulation of electronic communication services and network, and any services  associated with.  On the other hand, it stipulates for the tasks which the regulatory authority of members state are bound to do. It also ensures for  the harmonized and uniform regulatory framework for the authority to act​[246]​ 
The directory requires the competent regulatory authority body to perform tasks assigned. ​[247]​The duty must be performed in more independent way​[248]​ and in transparent and impartially manner.​[249]​   The Governments of individual states must give tasks to be done by regulatory authority in accessible way​[250]​, and the information must be communicated to the community commission to enable it to carry its duties.​[251]​ 

Directive 2002/22/EC 
The Directive requires that member state may put condition although the general authorization is given, such condition may be in areas such as requirements, information required to verify compliance, prevention of anti-competitive behavior and discriminatory tariffs, and efficient use of numbering capacity, Annex 2. Conditions for general authorizations contains  consumer protection such as billing, contract format Annex 3.1 provisions of emergency services, storing customer information needed for directory services, services for disabled, compliance with interconnections and contribution to universal services Annex 3.2 , 3.6.

The authorization Directive
Directive 2002/20/EC​[252]​ eliminates discretion which the previous directive had brought.The Directive requires the member state authority to ensure freedom to provide electronic communications network and services as required by Article 3(1) These telecommunication service and network provision may be subject to general authorization.​[253]​ Member state through the authority must give notification before the service provider enters a market.  This would happen when the provider clearly declares intention to enter the market, and the authority is required to maintain a register of providers. ​[254]​The register must be closed in the manner that it should contain necessary information such as the name of provider, company number, location, contact details, commencement time and the description of services or network.​[255]​ 

These dictates save twofold objectives; one is to restrict a member state to have more discretion on allowing or disallowing the entrants into the market.  Second it helps reduce the whole procedure which the provider should pass through to be eligible and authorized.​[256]​This overall system is aimed at achieving the harmonization of the European authority in order to create certainty to new entrant to the market and to ensure equal level of playing ground across the market.​[257]​ Member states must issue right to individual licenses to use spectrum and numbers openly and without discrimination. The Decision to grant license must be communicated publicly. ​[258]​ Service provider may have three conditions which they must comply. One is those given under general authorization, second individual right of use of numbers and spectrum and third specific conditions to impose obligations under the access and Universal Service Directives.​[259]​ 

The EU has also set USO obligation to the minimum set of service standard as dictated by Directive 2002/22/EC on Universal Service and user’s rights relating to electronic communications network and services. These are;-

Universal connection to the public telephone network and access to a defined, minimum set of publicly available telephone services (PATS) at a fixed location.​[260]​ Second is provision of public pay phones.​[261]​ Third, provision of a printed or electronic directory, as required comprising all PATS subscribers and directory enquiry services accessible to an end –user.​[262]​ And four, measures for disabled person to ensure equivalent access to PATS​[263]​ emergency services and directory enquiry. ​[264]​However, all these conditions can be subject to modification, although modification is to be objective and justifiable.​[265]​ The Authority must give time for the provider to comment on the modification.​[266]​

4.6	Problem that Faces a Regulator Authority
Insufficient latest technical information in such a   fast technological changing society. This however can lead to divergence between costs and prices. Because normally costs fall much faster than price. ​[267]​

Regulated telecommunication firms may use regulator set up to deliberately create barrier to entry for the purposes of ensuring that they remain in the control of their own profitable market.​[268]​ 

Regulatory set up is slow, cumbersome and bureaucratic, and in many cases politically influenced since politicians are in a good position to influence regulators than other people in the society.​[269]​ 

It is hard to define different sorts of regulations in an industry whose product are tailored on fast technological changes, because new and evolving products are hard to regulate.  Old measures cannot be used to new products. ​[270]​This is a hurdle to the telecommunication regulator.
CHAPTER FIVE
FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
5.1	Introduction 
This chapter aims at providing the researcher findings and thereafter the recommendation of what should be done after having passed through different areas of the study comparatively. The chapter aims also at giving light of the areas which the stake holder may take in order to solve the problem that the researcher has reevaluated through this research. The researcher contains conclusive remarks, in which issues such as experience from United Kingdom on Telecommunication Industry are discussed. The recommendations covers various stake holders such as the government as a policy maker, the Telecommunication Service Providers (licensee), the normal citizens (the consumer of the Telecommunication Services), and the Regulatory Authorities. 

5.2	Findings 
5.2.1	The United Kingdom 
The United Kingdom enjoys, experience on telecommunication sector as a whole.  It has already passed through the phases of telecommunication changes, and it has established the sound regulatory body, therefore serves as good example for Tanzanian regulatory body to learn. Thus UK should give a hand of help to the growing telecommunication sector of Tanzania by giving advice in area such as policy making, telecommunication law bills, technological support, to mention but a few. 
The United Kingdom has for the long time undergone many technological changes, in the area of Telecommunication.  It has passed through from monopoly where the telecommunication services provisions were government owned and limited in the market to the extent where the telecommunication industry were partially liberalized and to where the government merged with the private provider to the stage where the telecommunication sector was fully privatized.  The market was open to the providers to be able to compete without restriction. It went further to give the general authorization to the telecommunication service providers. Nevertheless the European Union had a tremendous impact on the shaping of the Telecommunication sector whereby the member  states are supposed to adhere to the stipulation put forward by the Directive 97/13/EC of the Council of European Parliamentary of 10th April, 1997, on a common framework for general authorizations and individual licenses in the field of telecommunications services provision. 

The United Kingdom’s Office of Communication was able to spearhead the regulatory job in a manner that stir the competitive market, it had laid a framework upon which new challenges can easily be tackled.  

5.2.2	The United Republic of Tanzania 
Telecommunication sector is still at its early stage, it has not yet matured enough The TCRA must study from other regulatory bodies which have fully grown and can stand challenges of the industry in the competitive markets. The government must give enough education about the development of the sector particularly in area such as broadband communication facilities which is a contemporary issue, in order to enhance the national economic development. The government should be able to cooperate with other countries across the continent and beyond in order to have enough knowledge purposed to enhance the growth of the telecommunication sector.  
United Republic of Tanzanians telecommunication sector seems to evolve a little bit slow, and unable to a fully keep pace with the tremendous fast technological advancement in the area of not only telecommunication service provision but also, to  the other technological dependency sector such as ICT and Broadcasting.
The way telecommunication Regulator, the (TCRA) faces challenges differs from the Ofcom. First, this is due to the historical background and secondly, it is caused by the lack of the African regional support to the telecommunication sector, though there has been a recent attempt to give the telecommunication sector a shoulder of support.

Much work needs to be done in telecommunication sector to make it productive. It is high time for TCRA to give the general authorization, because many telecommunication providers are the ones which offer their services across the continent and are depending on one another service provision.  For example, providers would use the fiber-optic cable to pass their communication. 

5.2.3	Telecommunication Service Providers
They licensee must adhere to the condition set in the license given although conditions differ from one licensee to another depending on the type of services offered and the geographical location they operate. The tendency of supporting the politics for the purposes of being favored by the politicians who would hold power is bad, because it brings about the idea of monopoly. Those who favor politicians particularly during campaign would be given much favor than those providers who would refuse the said politicians. Favorism might be in the form of giving free airtime by the telecommunication companies or using customers’ information stored in the database of the provider in order to send them information. 

The provider are supposed to store data of all processes of the consumer of the services.  They should not only wait for the government to force them to do so. They need to improve the customer services particularly the help desk, since most of the Tanzanians are ignorant of the services.  As they need much information on regular bases concerning new products, new changes made to their already collected information, such as airtime, change of names, lost of sim card, registration post and pre paid facilities, or the use of mobile money and mobile bank money.

5.2.4	Regulatory Authorities
There are so many challenges are in the market. Many areas need to be pursued, and new problem need to be defined due to the changing nature and speed of growth of the technological advancement in telecommunication law. Also they are duty bound to inform the mass about, telecommunication sector development, in issues such as what are their rights, what they should do in facing new challenges.  This is aimed at making the stake holder be able to play in the fair market. Most of Tanzanian is not well educated, these new contemporary telecommunication issues become more difficult to deal with thus, and enough information must be given not only in websites but in a manner they are able to understand. If the information is put in the website alone, it may not reach the mass, most of them are computer illiterate.

5.2.5	Civil Society (Telecommunication Service Consumer) 
Awareness is of a paramount importance in emerging issue, normally many new information are to be given by the government but with limitation facing the government such as increase of population, lack of fund, poverty, to mention a few has made it unable to give much information on the new changes. The duty is left to the individual persons to make effort to get information on the development of the telecommunication sector, although many telecommunication providers have customer departments which give much information on different services they provide.

5.3 Recommendations
5.3.1 Possessing modern Technological Equipments
The need to have the modern technological equipments in Tanzania responsible for keeping pace with technological changes happening in first world countries, for example the use of 4G, has been introduced in the recent market.  The new technological equipment will facilitate the telecommunication among users of different places without hurdles.

5.3.2 Learning from First World Countries
Tanzania Telecommunication Service providers as well as TCRA must be ready to learn from the United Kingdom Telecommunication sector because they have entered to the telecommunication advancement earlier than counterpart Tanzania. UK has got a modern Telecommunication Regulatory Authority as well as competitive telecommunication services providers, which can be a good example to the United Republic of Tanzania to learn. 

5.3.3 Setting Good Policy
The United Republic of Tanzania must prepare good policy for development of competitive market, suitable for the telecommunication service providers to play. Equally, good law in order to regulate, govern and maintain such competition for the benefit of consumers, providers and the government. 

5.3.4 Keenly Issuance of License
Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority have a duty to ensure that all its obligation are dune in ethical manner. It must ensure that, those who have already been given spectrum start to use them at a given time.  It is bad practice for the new telecommunication service providers in need for new spectrum, misses it simply because the spectrum has already been given to telecommunication service providers who are reluctant to start providing services.  This can be achieved by setting limitation of time at which spectrum issued must be utilized. 

5.3.5 Regular Educating and Updating the Consumers 
Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority and Telecommunication service provider and the government of Tanzania on one side must make sure that consumer are given education and information necessary to update technological knowledge of the services offered by the telecommunication companies, as well as the dangers if any which can be found in the  use of telecommunication equipments. The TCRA must also make sure that information on fake telecommunication equipments must be known to the consumers in order to be able to distinguish from the new branded telecommunication equipments. 

5.3.6 Maintaining Consumer Database
Telecommunication Communication Regulatory Authority, telecommunication service providers as well as the government of Tanzania must ensure that a well updated consumer database is kept in its registries in order to know the identity of the users so as to prevent those who could use the telecommunication for criminal purposes, to have the information necessary to disseminate telecommunication network services, and to use database by the government and other companies  in order to see how the technology can best be used to enhance development such as the paying bills,  and electronic banking to mention but  a few.

5.3.7 Universal Service Provision 
The government of Tanzania, the Telecommunication Communication Regulatory Authority and telecommunication service providers must make sure that telecommunication services are provided to the wide areas including villages and must be in affordable costs to enable majority of the people to have a cheap access to the telecommunication services.
Conclusion 
So many challenges are facing the telecommunication sector in both United Kingdom as well as Tanzania. As for United Kingdom, the challenges are to create and make more competition in order that the market could have many players which would in turn low down tariffs. As for Tanzania, the stage at which the telecommunication sector is being taken care much has to be done particularity in cooperation with different telecommunication stake holders so as to bring about the growth of the sector. 
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